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Environmental cues that become affectively salient during 
learning must be processed with high efficacy to promote 
adaptation and survival. However, the circuit mechanisms 

for evolutionarily conserved and subconscious processing of these 
stimuli have not yet been fully established. The LA is considered 
to be the key brain region that processes associative fear memories 
by coupling a neutral sensory cue (a CS; for example, tone) with 
an affective (unconditioned) stimulus (US; for example, foot shock) 
during fear learning1–3. This association then drives the formation 
of a memory about the CS via synaptic changes in the LA4. As a 
consequence, the presentation of the same CS at a later time point 
elicits consistent fear responses. Contrary to current models, the 
source of the CS and US signals driving the memory processes are 
still unknown, and convincing evidence for signal association in the 
LA is lacking5,6.

Given that in  vivo recordings suggest that CS-related informa-
tion reaches the amygdala with a short latency (<20 ms)7, this pro-
cess requires fast, probably subcortical, inputs to the LA. LT regions, 
namely the posterior intralaminar (PIL) and suprageniculate (SG) 
thalamic nuclei as well as the medial and dorsal parts of the medial 
geniculate thalamic nucleus (MGN (also called the medial geniculate 
body)), form direct functional connections with the LA8. However, 
because the medial part of the MGN (MGM) is part of the auditory 
thalamus, LT input to the LA is traditionally accepted as the major 
source of auditory CS7,9. Nevertheless, lesioning of these thalamic 
areas yielded contradictory findings regarding fear learning9–11.

The source of US information in the LA that temporally matches 
the CS signal is also debated. Neurons in the parabrachial nucleus 
(PB)12 and periaqueductal gray (PAG)13,14 are activated by a US and 
affect fear learning. However, these nuclei cannot provide the LA with 
the short-latency US signal that is necessary for signal association 

(10–20 ms)7, which is due to the lack of monosynaptic connections 
between the PB, PAG and the LA. The dorsomedial thalamic nuclei, 
including the paraventricular thalamus, can control fear memory 
formation and retrieval15,16 by encoding arousal information17 and 
stimulus salience18. Yet, this medial thalamic population mostly tar-
gets the basal amygdala (BA) and the central amygdala (CeA) and 
not the LA. Thus, it is still unclear how fast sensory (CS and US) 
input arrives to the LA and triggers association-driven learning.

Alternatively, the LA could receive US-related information 
directly from the above-mentioned lateral thalamic regions, which 
potentially convey a CS19,20. Although thalamic integration of a CS 
and a US was previously hypothesized5, it has been mostly over-
looked. Nevertheless, there is evidence to indicate that plasticity 
induced by auditory fear conditioning is present in these lateral  
thalamic regions5,21.

On the basis of an anatomical exploration of direct midbrain 
inputs that predicted the responsiveness of these LT cells to audi-
tory, visual and somatosensory signals22,23, our aim was to assess 
whether the LT is able to integrate CS and US signals before the LA 
and transfer the association to its targets. In this study, we inves-
tigate the cellular origin, the modality of the encoded signal, the 
effector mechanism and the behavioral effects of LT projection 
to the LA during associative fear-learning in mice. Using a com-
bination of cell-type-specific anatomical, optogenetic and in  vivo 
electrophysiological approaches in an auditory fear-learning para-
digm, we identified a direct glutamatergic LT pathway to the LA 
originating from Calr+LT cells. These cells can form short-latency 
(<20 ms) CS–US associations upstream from the LA. This ability 
emerges from the ensemble of collicular, PAG and spinal trigeminal 
inputs that carry information about sensory and valence features 
of the environment. The Calr+LT route transfers this associative 
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signal monosynaptically and effectively to the LA and to a newly 
identified GABAergic amygdala population. By driving a complex 
intra-amygdala activity pattern, Calr+LT cells play an instrumental 
role in the establishment of CS+US signals and the formation of 
fear memories in the LA. Furthermore, these thalamic cells alter 
their activity during memory trace formation and can discriminate 
between US-paired and unpaired signals during retrieval. Together, 
our study indicates that the LT pathway to the amygdala, composed 
of Calr+LT neurons, provides associated and plastic signals for the 
acquisition of cue-related fear behavior.

results
Calr+LT cells project to the LA and are activated during fear 
learning. First, we identified which thalamic populations are con-
nected to the LA. Thalamic cells retrogradely labeled from the LA 
with cholera toxin B subunit (CTB; Fig. 1a–c) were mainly located 
around the auditory thalamus (the MGN) in the PIL and the SG 
regions (Fig. 1b; Supplementary Fig. 1a–c). Since Calr+ cells were 
specifically abundant in these lateral thalamic regions (Fig. 1b; 
Supplementary Fig. 1), we analyzed the Calr content of the CTB-
labeled cells. The majority of them expressed Calr (Fig. 1c,d), which 
indicates that the thalamo–LA pathway is primarily formed by 
Calr+ PIL and SG populations, hereafter collectively referred to as 
Calr+LT neurons (Supplementary Information).

Next, we used an activity-dependent immediate early gene 
assay to investigate the involvement of the Calr+LT neurons in 
transferring CS and/or US signals during fear learning (Fig. 1e; 
Supplementary Fig. 2). Expression of the immediate early gene c-Fos 
was analyzed in four groups of mice that received either a condi-
tioning tone (7.5 kHz, 30 s; CS+) or a US (foot shock, 1 mA, 1 s; US), 
or a US-associated tone (CS+US). Naive mice were used as controls. 
While CS+ markedly increased c-Fos expression in the PIL and SG 
areas, US and CS+US further increased the number of activated 
neurons in the PIL region relative to what was observed in control 
mice (Fig. 1f–j; Supplementary Table 1). Since the majority of c-Fos-
labeled cells were also Calr+ (Fig. 1j; Supplementary Table 2), it was 
concluded that the LA can receive all relevant sensory information 
necessary for associative learning from Calr+LT cells.

Calr+LT cells transfer short-latency signals related to fear learn-
ing. The expression of c-Fos provided spatially precise data about 
the cellular origin of CS, US and CS+US information (Fig. 1) for the 
LA. However, it did not reveal whether these neurons can convey 
and integrate a CS and a US within a short time window19 and supply 
the LA with a salient cue within 20 ms7. Thus, we performed extra-
cellular in vivo recordings from Calr+LT cells to investigate the time 
course of activation to short tone and footshock stimuli, as well as 
their possible potentiation to an associated footshock-coupled tone. 
Calb2-Cre mice (Calb2 encodes Calr; Supplementary Fig. 1k–n) 
were injected with conditional Cre-dependent recombinant adeno-
associated virus (AAV) expressing Channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2); 
this model allowed us to optogenetically identify Calr+LT cells in an 
orthodromic and amygdala-projecting cells (Calr+LT→AMG) in an 
antidromic manner (Fig. 2a,b; n = 10 mice; N = 60 cells Calr+; N = 42 
cells identified as Calr+LT→AMG; N = 247 non-tagged, putative 
Calr–LT cells, including those located in the MGN). Single LT neu-
rons showed activation to tone, footshock and/or tone+footshock 
signals with primarily short (5–50 ms; N = 32 out of 37 tone-
responsive cells; N = 61 out of 85 footshock-responsive cells; N = 81  
out of 115 tone+footshock-responsive cells) but also with long  
(50–500 ms) (Fig. 2c–e; Supplementary Fig. 3; Supplementary 
Tables 3 and 4) latencies, indicating direct subcortical and broader 
network-involving sensory effects, respectively.

Significantly more Calr+LT neurons were activated by foot shock 
and associative stimuli than Calr– cells (Fig. 2d). Furthermore, foot 
shock and footshock-associated tone stimuli activated significantly  

more Calr+ cells (including Calr+LT→AMG) than tone alone 
(Supplementary Tables 3 and 5), which is consistent with our 
c-Fos data (Fig. 1j). Multisensory enhancement was also present in 
the majority of Calr+LT cells (18 out of 27), resulting in a larger 
short-latency activation to footshock-associated tone stimuli at the 
population level compared with unimodal tone or footshock cues  
(Fig. 2f,g). The majority of the enhanced cells (15 out of 18) did 
not show a unimodal response to tone, which suggests that auditory 
stimulation mostly evoked subthreshold activation in Calr+LT neu-
rons. Still, this could further potentiate the footshock signals. These 
data provide direct evidence to indicate that association of tone and 
foot shock can already take place at the level of the thalamus, before 
the amygdala. This associative signal drives the strongest short-
latency activation (~17 ms on average) of Calr+LT neurons, and this 
information is directly transferred to the amygdala.

The brainstem inputs to Calr+LT neurons. Next, we investigated 
the possible upstream origins of the direct, short-latency cue-
evoked signals to Calr+LT cells using mono-trans-synaptic rabies 
tracing. To this end, we injected Cre-dependent helper virus and 
G-protein-deleted rabies virus (rabiesΔG) into the LT of Calb2-
Cre mice (Fig. 3a–c). Calr+LT neurons received major inputs from 
trans-synaptically labeled neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) and 
the superior colliculus (SC) (Fig. 3d,f). The rabies-labeled neurons 
in the IC were preferentially located in the external and dorsal mul-
tisensory layers24 and were sparsely distributed in primary auditory 
central regions (Fig. 3d). In the SC, the visual ‘wide field’ neurons 
in the superficial and the multisensory neurons in the intermedi-
ate and deep layers were similarly infected25 (Fig. 3f). In addition, 
rabies-labeled cells were found in the PAG (Fig. 3e) and in the prin-
cipal sensory trigeminal nucleus (Pr5) in lower quantities (Fig. 3g). 
Neurons in these locations can transfer monosynaptic and short-
latency activation for auditory (IC), visual (SC) and nociceptive 
(SC, PAG and Pr5) cues23,26 to the Calr+LT cells.

To confirm the monosynaptic glutamatergic innervation of 
Calr+LT neurons from the IC and the SC, we injected Cre-dependent 
enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP)-expressing AAV into 
the IC or SC of vGlut2-Cre mice (Fig. 3h,i,q,r). Transduced excitatory 
IC neurons (Fig. 3i) formed two types of synaptic connections in the 
LT27 (Fig. 3j): large-sized axon terminals (~3–5 µm in diameter) were 
distributed in the Calr– MGN region (Fig. 3k,l), whereas small bou-
tons (~1 µm) targeted the regions of Calr+LT neurons (Fig. 3m–o).  
The existence of synaptic contact between the IC input and the 
Calr+LT cells was confirmed by electron microscopy (Fig. 3p).

Glutamatergic SC neurons sent axon terminals exclusively to 
Calr+LT territories (Fig. 3s,t) and formed asymmetrical synapses 
with Calr+ elements (Fig. 3u–w). Altogether, these anatomical data 
provide further support that Calr+LT cells integrate fast sensory and 
associated (tone+footshock) signals that originate from the brain-
stem and transfer these to the LA during fear conditioning.

Calr+LT inputs target fear-learning-activated amygdala subnuclei. 
Next, we investigated the targets of Calr+LT neurons in the amygdala. 
Using a novel viral strategy, we simultaneously transduced Calr+ and 
Calr– populations in the LT of Calb2-Cre mice with a mixture of two 
AAVs. One transduced the Calr+LT cells in a Cre-dependent man-
ner with mCherry, while the other labeled only Cre– cells with eYFP 
(Fig. 4a). The majority of the lateral thalamic inputs in the LA was 
composed of mCherry-labeled Calr+LT axons (~85%; Fig. 4b–d). 
Together with our retrograde tracing (CTB) data (Fig. 1), we con-
cluded that Calr+LT cells provide the major thalamic input to the LA. 
In addition, the centromedial (CeM) and the basomedial amygdala 
(BMA) also received Calr+LT inputs (Supplementary Fig. 4a).

Just as selective activation of Calr+LT cells was found dur-
ing fear conditioning, an elevated c-Fos activation pattern was 
observed in the Calr+LT-innervated amygdala regions, including 
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the LA, the CeM and the BMA (Fig. 4e–i; Supplementary Fig. 4b; 
Supplementary Table 6a,b). Notably, the strongest c-Fos activation 
was found in a previously unspecified region dorsal to the dorsome-
dial intercalated cell mass of the amygdala (dmITC) (indicated by 
yellow arrows in Fig. 4g,h). Neurons in this region, hereby named 
supra-intercalated cluster of neurons (SIC), also received Calr+LT 
input (Fig. 4j). However, the majority of these cells did not express 
either mGluR1α or FoxP2 (Fig. 4k,l), which are characteristic of the 
noxious-stimulus-activated ITC28. To identify their neurotransmit-
ter profile, we transduced all GABAergic neurons in this region 
with a Cre-dependent eYFP-encoding AAV in vGat-Cre mice. After 
recovery, mice were exposed to foot shock (US) (Fig. 4m), which 
greatly increased c-Fos expression in SIC (Fig. 4n). The majority 
of the c-Fos+ cells were co-labeled with YFP (Fig. 4n,o), which sug-
gests that a previously unidentified GABAergic population in the 

amygdala, the SIC, dominates in noxious sensory processes via 
Calr+LT inputs (Fig. 4p).

Calr+LT inputs strongly shape the activity of LA and SIC neu-
rons. To test the functional impact of Calr+LT innervation on 
the LA and the SIC, we transduced Calr+LT neurons with a Cre-
dependent halorhodopsin (NpHR3.0)-expressing AAV and per-
formed in vivo extracellular recordings from the amygdala (Fig. 5a;  
see Methods). Optogenetic inhibition of Calr+LT→AMG axons 
significantly decreased or increased the spontaneous firing of a 
subset of neurons. These modulations were present among both 
the principal and putative GABAergic neurons of the LA as well as 
the SIC (Supplementary Fig. 5a–e), which demonstrates that there 
are Calr+LT-driven feedforward excitatory and inhibitory mecha-
nisms in the LT–amygdala pathway. In addition, we investigated the 
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contribution of Calr+LT cells to the sensory activation of amygdala 
neurons. Similar to Calr+LT neurons, more LA cells and SIC were 
activated by foot shock and footshock-associated tone than to tone 
alone29 (Fig. 5b–d; Supplementary Fig. 5h; Supplementary Table 7).  
Within the LA, more interneurons than principal cells were acti-
vated by the CS+US signal (Fig. 5e; Supplementary Fig. 5f–h;  

Supplementary Table 7). Most of them exhibited short-
latency responses (~20 ms on average; Supplementary Fig. 5g; 
Supplementary Table 4). The time course of evoked responses in 
Calr+LT cells and the amygdala (2–3 ms difference in latency) 
also suggested that short-latency amygdala activation is derived 
directly from the Calr+LT cells. Indeed, optogenetic silencing 
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of Calr+LT→AMG axons significantly affected the responses 
of LA neurons and SIC evoked by tone, foot shock or associated 
tone+footshock (Fig. 5b–e; Supplementary Fig. 5h; Supplementary 
Table 7). In addition to the inhibited responses, many LA neurons 
and SIC enhanced their evoked activation (Fig. 5e; Supplementary 
Fig. 5f). Furthermore, some neurons only showed activation to sen-
sory stimuli during Calr+LT→AMG optogenetic silencing, which 
also indicated the presence of a strong thalamic-driven disinhibi-
tory mechanism in the amygdala (Fig. 5e; Supplementary Fig. 5h; 
Supplementary Table 7).

There are multiple candidates for executing these inhibitory and 
disinhibitory actions in the amygdala. Since SIC send axon collater-
als to other SIC as well as to LA cells (Fig. 5f–i), this population could 
be equally involved in the feedforward inhibitory and disinhibitory 
thalamic effects, similar to the ITC and local LA interneurons30–33 
(Fig. 5c–e; Supplementary Fig. 5f,h). These results demonstrate that 
multimodal and associated signals carried by Calr+LT inputs can 
control the activity patterns of the amygdala in a complex manner: 
directly via feedforward excitation and feedforward inhibition as 
well as indirectly through the disinhibition of principal neurons via 
the activation of SIC and local interneurons (Fig. 5j).

The Calr+LT→AMG pathway is essential for fear learning. Next, 
we examined the behavioral effects of the Calr+LT→AMG pathway 
with optogenetic axonal silencing. Calb2-Cre mice were bilaterally 
injected in the LT with Cre-dependent AAV-DIO-NpHR-eYFP 
or AAV-DIO-eYFP (as control) and implanted with optic fibers 
above the amygdala (Fig. 6a–c; Supplementary Fig. 6a). Green 
light (532 nm) illumination of Calr+LT→AMG axons had no effect 
on spontaneous behavior in a novel environment (open field; 
Supplementary Fig. 6b). Next, we tested the effects of this optoge-
netic manipulation on behavior during a discriminative fear-con-
ditioning paradigm. Mice were habituated to the non-conditioned 
tone (CS–, white noise) for 2 days. On day 3, the conditioned tone 
(CS+, 7.5 kHz) was terminated with foot shock (US) and paired 
with optogenetic silencing (for the entire period of the 30 s of CS+). 
This conditioning protocol developed acute freezing behavior in 
control animals (YFP), but resulted in a significantly lower freez-
ing level in NpHR mice (Fig. 6d; Supplementary Video 1). As our 
intervention kept most pain pathways intact34, the observed differ-
ence in the level of freezing behavior between YFP and NpHR mice 
can be better explained by an impairment in fear learning than by a 
disruption of nociceptive signaling because of the presence of foot-
shock-induced escape behavior (jumping; Supplementary Video 1) 
and vocalizations (Supplementary Fig. 6d). On day 4, in cued fear-
memory retrieval, CS– and CS+ presentations evoked decreased 

levels of freezing in the NpHR mice relative to the YFP group  
(Fig. 6e; Supplementary Video 2), and this effect was accompanied 
by a lack of cue discrimination. On day 5, contextual freezing was 
also lower in NpHR mice (Fig. 6f). The greatly reduced freezing 
behavior during the retrieval days (days 4 and 5) suggests that there 
is a deficit in fear memory linked to the conditioning environment 
(cue and context).

Cued and contextual freezing behavior of the NpHR mice was 
indistinguishable from those of the non-shocked YFP animals, 
which only received the CS during the conditioning phase (CS-only 
YFP group). To test whether the NpHR animals had a similar behav-
ioral phenotype to the CS-only YFP animals, on day 8, we placed the 
animals in a novel stressful situation on an elevated plus-maze (EPM) 
apparatus. The EPM assay allowed us to simultaneously monitor 
anxiety level and risk assessment. Five days after conditioning, the 
NpHR mice showed a similar ratio of closed-arm versus open-arm 
time and total-arm entries to the non-shocked mice (Supplementary 
Fig. 6e). Risk assessment (as indicated by the animal exhibiting the 
defensive stretch–attend posture) and grooming behavior of NpHR 
mice were also comparable to the CS-only YFP mice, but signifi-
cantly different from the YFP group (Fig. 6g,h). These data collec-
tively show that the general aversive state of NpHR mice was similar 
to the non-shocked controls, and suggest that optogenetic silencing 
of Calr+LT→AMG input prevented both short-term and long-term 
behavioral consequences of fear acquisition.

In a separate group of animals, short optogenetic silencing of the 
Calr+LT→AMG axons, only during the last 5 s of CS+ presentation, 
including the US, resulted in similar behavioral changes as silenc-
ing the entire 30-s conditioning phase (Supplementary Fig. 6f–j). 
This shows that preventing the associative CS+US information flow 
alone was sufficient to disrupt fear memory processes.

In addition to the impaired contextual fear response in NpHR 
mice (Fig. 6f), inhibition of Calr+LT→AMG axons during contex-
tual fear retrieval in a separate cohort of mice decreased contextual 
freezing behavior (Supplementary Fig. 6k–m). This indicates that 
Calr+LT neurons also transfer visual and multisensory information 
arising from collicular inputs (Fig. 3), which may contribute to con-
textual coding in affective behavior. Thus, information carried by 
the Calr+LT→AMG pathway during fear conditioning is essential 
for the development of adaptive cued and contextual fear memory.

Fear-learning-induced plasticity in Calr+LT→AMG neurons. 
Thalamic cells spatially matching Calr+LT neurons can undergo 
plasticity as a result of fear conditioning5,21. To clarify whether the 
activity of Calr+LT cells shows experience dependency in auditory 
fear learning, we analyzed their immediate early gene expression  

Fig. 3 | Monosynaptic brainstem inputs to calr+Lt neurons. a, Experimental design for rabies-mediated trans-synaptic tracing from Calr+LT cells.  
b, Example confocal image illustrating AAV-FLEX-TVA-eGFP-oG (helper) and rabies(ΔG)-EnvA-mCherry-labeled (rabies) cells in the PIL and the SG nuclei 
after injections depicted in a. c, High-magnification confocal images showing rabies-labeled (red) and helper-labeled (green) neurons in the PIL. Starter 
cells transduced by both the helper and rabies viruses are outlined with a dashed line. Asterisks indicate double-negative cells. d–g, Example confocal 
images showing rabies(ΔG)-mCherry-labeled cells in the IC (dorsal, external and central (DIC, EIC and CIC, respectively); d), in the PAG (e), in the SC 
(superficial, intermediate and deep (sSC, iSC and dSC, respectively) layers; f) and in the Pr5 (g). Aq, aqueduct; 7n, facial nerve. h, Schematic drawing for 
AAV-DIO-eYFP injections into the IC of vGlut2-Cre mice. i, Image of a representative injection site in the IC. j, IC inputs (YFP, green) to LT co-stained for 
Calr (red). White framed areas for the MGN are enlarged in k and l and for the PIL in m–o. k,l, A representative high-magnification Z-stack confocal image 
(7 µm total in depth) from the MGN (Calr–; k) illustrating large-sized IC axon terminals (white arrowheads; l). m–o, A representative high-magnification 
Z-stack confocal image (7 µm total in depth) from PIL (m; co-stained for Calr shown in n) illustrating small-sized IC axon terminals (white arrowheads; o) 
in close apposition with the Calr+ PIL cells (o). p, An electron micrograph showing an immunogold-labeled Calr+ dendrite (dCalrþ

I
; covered by small black 

particles, area shaded with pink) in the PIL receiving an asymmetrical synaptic contact (black arrowhead) from a DAB-labeled (diffuse black precipitate) 
vGluT2+ IC axon terminal (ICvGluT2þ

I
; shaded green). q, Schematic for AAV-DIO-eYFP injections into the SC of vGlut2-Cre mice. r, Image of a representative 

injection site in the SC targeting the sSC and the iSC. s, SC inputs (YFP, green) to the LT co-stained for Calr (red). t, A representative high-magnification  
Z-stack confocal image (7 µm total in depth) with vGluT2+ SC axon terminals (white arrowheads) in close proximity to Calr+ PIL neurons (red).  
u–w, Electron micrographs showing immunogold-labeled Calr+ dendrites (dCalrþ

I
; u,v) and a spine (spCalrþ

I
; w) in the PIL receiving asymmetrical synaptic 

contacts (black arrowheads) from DAB-labeled, vGluT2+ SC axon terminals (SCvGluT2þ

I
). A non-stained axon terminal outlined with a dashed line (u) also 

gives synaptic input onto the Calr+ dendrite. Images in b–g, i–p and r–w are representative of n = 3 mice.
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(see Methods) after the cued fear-retrieval phase. Two groups 
of mice were used in the conditioning phase: one group received 
CS+US and the other group received CS+ only (CS only). During 
cued fear retrieval, mice in both groups were presented with either 
CS– or CS+. The retrieval phase was omitted in a third group of 
CS+US mice (pre-Retr. group) to set the baseline of c-Fos expres-
sion 24 h after fear conditioning (Fig. 7a). Tone-induced discrimina-
tive fear behavior was retrieved in CS+US mice, since presentation 
of CS+ but not CS– resulted in elevated freezing levels. CS-only ani-
mals showed no fear to either of the auditory cues (Supplementary 
Fig. 7a). Next, we quantified the auditory-signal-evoked c-Fos 
expression in the LT (Fig. 7a–f; Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). CS+ 
increased while CS– decreased the number of c-Fos+ neurons in 
the Calr+LT region of the CS+US mice compared with the CS-only 
mice (Fig. 7c–f), which suggests that cue sensitivity of the Calr+LT 
cell population underwent plasticity that is tightly related to the 
behavioral outcome.

To test the presence of learning-induced plasticity in individual 
Calr+LT→AMG cells, we acquired single-unit data (N = 18) from  
chronically implanted mice throughout the 3-day-long fear- 
learning paradigm (Fig. 7g). Retrogradely labeled Calr+LT→AMG 
cells were optogenetically identified, and their evoked responses to 

auditory stimuli were monitored before fear conditioning and dur-
ing cued fear retrieval (Fig. 7h–l; Supplementary Fig. 8). Activity of 9  
out of 18 thalamic cells showed modulation in parallel with the for-
mation of cued memory (Fig. 7k,l; Supplementary Fig. 8e,f). Fear 
learning prominently increased the activation of Calr+LT→AMG 
neurons to CS+ (before conditioning, Pre-Cond. CS+, N = 1 cell 
versus after conditioning, Retr. CS+, N = 5 cells). In addition, 6 out 
of 18 cells showed discriminative activity pattern during retrieval. 
Together, our anatomical and electrophysiological findings indicate 
that the Calr+LT→AMG pathway not only transfers associated sig-
nals during fear conditioning but also its activity shows plasticity as 
a result of fear memory formation.

The fear-learning-induced changes in the Calr+LT population 
could be responsible for the long-term modulation of amygdala 
circuits29,33. Similar to the c-Fos activation pattern found in fear 
conditioning, fear retrieval primarily activated the Calr+LT-cell-
innervated LA and SIC, as well as the CeM and BMA (Supplementary 
Fig. 7b; Supplementary Table 6a,b). Interestingly, c-Fos activation 
induced by CS– and CS+ was similar in all amygdala regions, which 
is in agreement with recent c-Fos35 and imaging data29. This obser-
vation suggests that it is not the size of the amygdala population but 
its thalamic input characteristics that shape behavioral outcomes.
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The Calr+LT→AMG route is necessary for the retrieval of 
cued fear memory. Finally, we assessed whether activity of the 
Calr+LT→AMG route, changed by fear learning, is necessary for 
the retrieval of conditioned fear memory. After successful and simi-
lar fear learning in YFP and NpHR mice during the conditioning 
phase, we optogenetically inhibited the Calr+LT→AMG axons dur-
ing CS+ presentations in retrieval (Fig. 8a–c). NpHR mice showed 
decreased freezing induced by CS+ compared with controls (YFP); 
thus, the NpHR mice had impaired memory retrieval (Fig. 8d).

These changes were temporary and restricted to the condi-
tioned cue-induced behavior, as NpHR animals showed similar 
contextual fear responses (Fig. 8e), risk assessment and grooming 
behavior to the YFP mice (Fig. 8f,g). These data show that, as fear 
acquisition was intact, optogenetic manipulation during cued fear 
retrieval only blocked the Calr+LT→AMG information flow neces-
sary for ongoing signal discrimination but did not abolish other 
features—for example, the contextual aspect—of the consolidated 
fear memory.

Calr+LT cells equally control cortical and basal ganglia cir-
cuitry in associative behavior. Besides the amygdala projection, 
hypothalamic and temporal cortical regions are innervated by 
both Calr+LT and Calr–LT populations, but in a distinct pattern 
(Supplementary Fig. 9a–f). While the Calr– cells were preferen-
tially connected to sensory cortical areas (primary auditory cortex 
(Au1) and ventral secondary auditory cortex (AuV)), Calr+LT neu-
rons targeted the AuV and the temporal association cortex (TeA), 

as well as the insular cortices. The latter cortical regions provide 
the main cortico–LA projection (Supplementary Fig. 9g–q) and 
are involved in long-term fear memory storage and retrieval36. We 
further found that ~40–60% of Calr+LT cells targeted both the cor-
tex and the LA (Supplementary Fig. 9r–w). This indicates that the 
same Calr+LT population has a dual thalamic influence on the LA 
in fear learning and memory recall: directly via the thalamo–amyg-
dala route and indirectly via the thalamo–cortico–amygdala route1 
(Supplementary Fig. 9q).

In addition, Calr+LT cells sent axonal projections to the amyg-
dalostriatal transition area (AStr), which is suggested to participate 
in sensory processes during fear learning8 (Supplementary Fig. 10). 
The majority of the AStr-projecting LT neurons were also Calr+ and 
distributed similarly to those projecting to the LA (Supplementary 
Fig. 10a–g). Double retrograde labeling with injections of A488-
conjugated and A555-conjugated CTB into the LA and AStr 
(Supplementary Fig. 10h–k) showed that a substantial proportion 
(20–30%) of LT cells projected to both regions (Supplementary  
Fig. 10l,m). This suggests that the Calr+LT cell population can syn-
chronously shape the activity of the amygdala and AStr neurons 
in fear behavior. In accordance with this, fear conditioning and 
cued fear-retrieval-evoked c-Fos activation patterns were com-
parable between the AStr and the LA (Supplementary Fig. 10n,o; 
Supplementary Table 6a,b), which is potentially as a result of Calr+LT 
neuron activity. Actually, both the spontaneous (Supplementary 
Fig. 10p,q) and the sensory-evoked firing rate of the recorded AStr 
cells (Supplementary Fig. 10r; Supplementary Tables 6a,b and 7) 
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were strongly modulated by NpHR-mediated optogenetic silencing 
of Calr+LT inputs. The AStr, similar to the classical striatal regions, 
can form a basal ganglia circuit with direct and indirect outputs 
through the substantia nigra pars lateralis and the lateral globus 
pallidus, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 10t–y). In summary, the 
Calr+LT cell population links—as a hub—sensory and motor events 
in affective behavioral actions throughout intra-amygdala, cortical 
and striatal circuits.

Discussion
Our collective results show that sensory (CS) and nociceptive 
(US) signals originating from the brainstem converge onto indi-
vidual Calr+LT neurons and that fear conditioning potentiates 
CS-mediated responses in these neurons. Thus, CS–US associations 
can already take place at the level of the thalamus via individual 
Calr+LT cells that provide the amygdala, as well as the cortex and 
the striatum, with multimodal and plastic information necessary 
for adaptive memory formation and recall. These observations 
challenge the widely accepted concept that the LA is the first site of 
CS–US association.

Here, we provided multiple lines of evidence to indicate that 
Calr+LT cells do not simply relay single CS or US modalities, 

but compute associated and experience-dependent information 
(CS+US) before the LA.

First, our activity-dependent anatomical and in  vivo electro-
physiological results indicated that Calr+LT cells and their synaptic 
amygdala targets show larger activation to associated signaling than 
pure auditory or aversive processing.

Second, Calr+LT cells collect signals from brain regions involved 
in the sensory processing of different modalities. The auditory and 
multisensory IC, the visual and multimodal SC, the somatosensory 
Pr5 and the nociceptive PAG cells are among the subcortical regions 
that form synaptic contacts with Calr+LT neurons. Consequently, 
the Calr+LT→AMG route can contribute to hippocampus-indepen-
dent contextual memory formation and retrieval37. Silencing this 
pathway not only prevented auditory-cued fear learning but also the 
establishment and recall of contextual fear memory. Furthermore, 
in humans and monkeys, a colliculo–pulvinar system forms behav-
ior-relevant connections involved in fearful visual signaling with 
the LA38,39. The caudal and medial parts of the pulvinar were placed 
in the LA-projecting thalamus in mice40, an area identical to the 
location of Calr+LT neurons, which raises the possibility that the 
Calr+LT→AMG route is responsible for affective visual processes in 
both humans and primates.
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Third, the thalamus forms reciprocal connections with its cor-
responding cortical regions41. Calr+LT neurons do not project to 
the Au1, but preferentially target higher-order cortical regions 
like the AuV, the TeA and the insular cortex, which further sug-
gests that these thalamic neurons are not directly involved in pri-
mary sensory processes. Sensory and higher-order cortical areas  
are crucial in associative learning36 via a layer-1-mediated  
disinhibitory process42. Since higher-order cortical regions 
are innervated by Calr+LT neurons, with layer 1 receiving the  
densest axonal arbor, this thalamic population is in an ideal posi-
tion to facilitate and maintain memory formation not only in 
the LA (recent and remote memory) but also in the neocortex 
(remote memory)36.

Thalamic-input-mediated inhibitory and disinhibitory mecha-
nisms, which play important roles in sensory gating during fear learn-
ing, have also been identified in the amygdala complex30–33. Our data 
show that the Calr+LT cells, which can elicit the above-mentioned  

cortical disinhibition, also have control over the GABAergic cells  
in the amygdala. Since the Calr+LT input can drive a fast and strong 
feedforward inhibition via SIC and LA interneurons, we suggest  
that it could also contribute to the enhancement of rhythmic 
amygdala activity. The tight connection to oscillation-generating 
amygdala networks might heavily contribute to the selection of 
competing amygdala cell ensembles that are further potentiated in 
affective learning43,44.

Recalling LeDoux’s theory about ‘direct and indirect’ tha-
lamic routes to the amygdala1, we identified the cellular source 
of these parallel pathways. The direct Calr+LT→AMG input 
can drive fast and robust evaluation and behavioral action in a 
dangerous situation, before any recognition. At the same time, 
sending collaterals to the AuV/TeA (which in turn provides 
strong cortical input to the LA), Calr+LT neurons can pro-
voke cortical processes that are slower but more precise and  
involve consciousness.
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In further signal processing, Calr+LT and cortical inputs can 
spatially converge on amygdala cells45. Challenging the established 
idea of the coincident detection of separate CS and US inputs, we 
propose that CS+US-carrying Calr+LT and cortical signals interact 
in the LA46. Summation of these inputs can then promote memory 
formation by driving NMDA-dependent plasticity at the LT→LA 
input45,47 gated by inhibitory processes30,31,33. Furthermore, as the 
lateral thalamo–amygdala pathway (dominantly formed by Calr+LT 
cells) also potentiates reward learning via NMDA- and/or AMPA-
dependent changes48,49, it is more than likely that these mechanisms 
of synaptic plasticity are also present at the Calr+LT→AMG inputs. 
Finally, this thalamic input can also interact with neuromodulatory 
pathways in the amygdala50. Integrating all the above-noted corti-
cal and subcortical signals, the amygdala can quickly select adaptive 
and adequate threat responses6.

Altogether, our data suggest that the Calr+LT→AMG popula-
tion, transferring associated signals to the amygdala, cortical and 
basal ganglia networks, is in a unique position to develop and alter 
cue-related emotional behaviors.
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Methods
Nomenclature and nuclear boundaries. Nomenclature and nuclear boundaries 
are two critical points in brain research, especially in the case of the thalamus. 
There are no clear and strict borders between functionally distinct areas, so we 
applied a new concept to define territories in the lateral thalamic region. We 
considered input–output organizations and/or neurochemical markers to highlight 
thalamic territories17,51–53. Then, we correlated the results with atlases (The Mouse 
Brain by Paxinos and Franklin54 or the one provided by the Allen Brain Institute,  
http://atlas.brain-map.org) and literature datasets. Calr+ and LA-projecting 
thalamic cells are almost entirely overlapping, ~94% of the projecting cells 
contained Calr (Fig. 1d). Therefore, the Calr marker allowed us to clearly 
differentiate those regions that project to the LA and those that do not. To identify 
these thalamic areas, we used The Mouse Brain54 because the classification in this 
atlas best matched the distribution of the Calr+ thalamic cells.

The LA-projecting thalamic cells were clustered around the MGN. The 
dorsal cluster was located in the area of the SG based on The Mouse Brain atlas, 
and partially in the territory of the dorsal MGN (MGD). As the largest part of 
the MGN does not express Calr, and the Calr+ and Calr– thalamic cells showed 
distinct connectivity patterns (Fig. 4b–d; Supplementary Fig. 9a–e), we decided 
to collectively call this dorsal cluster as SG cells. The ventral cluster almost 
entirely lay on the posterior intralaminar thalamic nucleus, abbreviated as PIL 
in The Mouse Brain, but also indicated as PIN, PIT, PoT (posterior triangular) 
and SPFp (parvocellular subparafascicular nucleus of the thalamus) in the 
literature (for example, see refs. 5,10,21,55–57), in the Rat brain atlas by Swanson58 
(http://larrywswanson.com) as well as in the Allen Brain mouse atlas. Published 
data on rat also showed that the MGM8 projects to the LA. We also found a few 
retrogradely labeled cells in this territory linking the dorsal and ventral clusters. 
As the MGM contained Calr+ cells and the LA-projecting cells in this region were 
also Calr+, we identified these as Calr+ SG or PIL cells. We called all the above-
mentioned clusters as the Calr+ lateral thalamic ensemble, since their collicular 
inputs (Fig. 3) and their cortical and LA innervation were similar.

Although the term ‘lateral thalamic’ does not exist in the literature, it was 
chosen for a practical reason. The amygdaloid complex receives most of its 
thalamic afferents from two Calr+ thalamic cell groups. One of them is located 
medially, including the paraventricular, intermediodorsal, centromedial and 
intralaminar thalamic nuclei, and it preferentially projects to the basolateral and 
centrolateral amygdala17. The other one is the population built-up by the above-
described clusters of neurons, laterally and caudally to the medial Calr+ group, 
and it sends input to the LA. Thus, for the purpose of clear distinction, we called 
the LA-projecting one the Calr+LT cell ensemble. As this population resembles a 
higher-order thalamic nucleus regarding, for example, its connectivity, which is 
distinct from the first-order MGN, we decided to avoid using the terminology of 
‘Calr+MGN’. In parallel, all the Calr– neurons located in these thalamic (PIL, SG 
and MGN) regions were collectively named Calr–LT cells.

Experimental subjects. Adult (2–5 months old) Calb2-Cre, vGat-Cre, vGlut2-Cre 
(donated by Z. J. Huang, L. Acsády and S. Arthaud, respectively) and C57BL/6 
mice of both sexes were used for the experiments. Only male mice were used in 
the behavioral assays, and littermates were randomly assigned to experimental 
groups. All animals were group-housed in a humidity- and temperature-
controlled environment. They were entrained to a 12 h light–dark cycle (light 
phase from 7:00) with food and water available ad libitum. One week before the 
experiments, animals were individually housed and habituated to the experimenter 
(or experimenters) and to the test environment by handling for at least three 
times during their light phase. Testing also occurred during the light phase. All 
procedures were approved by the Regional and Institutional Committee of the 
Research Centre for Natural Sciences.

Generation of the AAV-DFO-ChR2-eYFP. The ChR2-eYFP coding sequence 
was cloned in-frame under the human synapsin (hSyn) promoter in the double-
floxed forward open reading-frame (DFO) configuration, such that transcription 
can occur only in the absence of the Cre recombinase. In the presence of Cre, the 
transgene is reversed such that no transcription can occur. This configuration 
allowed the expression of the ChR2-eYFP transgene in Cre-negative cells and the 
exclusion from Cre-(Calb2)-positive cells.

Stereotactic surgeries. AAV injection. Mice were anesthetized using ketamine–
xylazine (5:1, 3× dilution), and AAV-Ef1a-DIO-ChR2-eYFP, AAV-Ef1a-DIO-
ChR2-mCherry, AAV-DIO-NpHR3.0-eYFP, AAV-DFO-ChR2-eYFP, AAV-
DIO-eYFP and/or AAV-DIO-mCherry viruses (30–50 nl; Penn Vector Core or 
UNC; titer: 5 × 1012to 1 × 1013 genome copies (GC) per ml) were injected at a 
rate of 0.5–1 nl s–1 into the following regions using a Nanoliter Injector (WPI): 
PIL/SG (anterior–posterior, lateral and dorsal–ventral (AP/L/DV) coordinates: 
−3.1/±1.9/3.3–2.8 mm); TeA/AuV (−3.2-3.6/4.5/1.5 mm); SC (−4/0.9/0.5–1 mm); 
IC (−5.1/1.5/0.5–0.8 mm); and LA (−1.8/3.5/3.8 mm). For the purpose of thalamic 
axon arbor analysis, after 3–6 weeks of survival time, mice were perfused.

Connectivity mapping. To identify the neurochemical nature of LT cells projecting 
to the LA and the AStr, single retrograde tracings were carried out using CTB 

(List Biological Laboratories, 104). To reveal the target selectivity of LT neurons, 
we performed double retrograde tracings with Alexa488-conjugated or Alexa555-
conjugated CTB (Invitrogen) in the cases of LA/AStr and used a retro-anterograde 
viral approach in the cases of LA+AStr/TeA+AuV injections17. Native CTB was 
iontophoretically injected (7–7 s on/off duty cycle; 2–3 µA, for 10 min) in both 
male and female mice (n = 23 in total), while the conjugated CTB (30 nl) was 
high-pressure injected with a Nanoliter Injector (n = 15 mice). Animals injected 
with CTB were perfused after 1 week, while those with injected with AAVs were 
perfused after 4–6 weeks of survival time.

To reveal the projection pattern of the AStr and the SIC, we used 5% 
biotinylated dextran amine (BDA; molecular weight of 3,000, ThermoFisher, 
D1956). BDA was iontophoretically injected (2–2 s on/off, 2–3 µA, 5–10 min) 
into the AStr (AP/L/DV: −1.4/3.0/3.2 mm; n = 5 mice) and the SIC (AP/L/DV: 
−1.4/3.2/–3.2 mm; n = 10 mice). Animals were perfused after 1 week of survival 
time. The coordinates of the SIC were set according to the location of the neurons 
showing footshock-evoked c-Fos expression in the ventrolateral part of the AStr 
(dorsal to the ITC and LA, and medial to the LA). BDA injections that labeled 
neurons outside this ‘corner’ region resulted in no axonal labeling in the LA 
(Supplementary Fig. 10t–y). Mice with incorrect tracer injection(s) were excluded 
from the analysis (n = 31).

Mono-trans-synaptic rabies tracing. The experimental design used in this paper has 
been used and validated in earlier studies59,60. Calb2-Cre mice (n = 3) were injected 
with 50 nl of AAV2/8-hSynFLEX-TVA-p2A-eGFP-p2A-oG (4.5 × 1012 GC per ml) 
into the PIL/SG at the coordinates given above. After 3 weeks of survival, mice 
were injected with rabies(ΔG)-EnvA-mCherry (3.5 × 107 GC per ml) at the same 
coordinates. After another 10 days of survival, mice were perfused. Both the rabies 
(mCherry) and the AAV (enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP)) signal were 
amplified with immunofluorescent staining (see later).

Unit recordings with chronically implanted optrodes. Calb2-Cre mice (n = 23)  
were unilaterally injected with AAV-Ef1a-DIO-ChR2-eYFP into the amygdala.  
At 4–6 weeks after AAV injection, four custom-fabricated tungsten tetrodes 
(12.5 μm in diameter, California Fine Wire) were chronically implanted into the LT 
along with a multimode optic fiber (105-μm core diameter, NA = 0.22; Thorlabs), 
all tunneled in a polyimide tube (0.008 ID, Neuralynx). The tetrode wires were 
attached to an electrode interface board (EIB-16, Neuralynx) using gold electrode 
contact pins (Neuralynx). The ground and reference wires were soldered to the 
electrode interface board. Before implantation, tetrodes were cut to final length 
(200–400 μm left between the optic fiber and tetrode tips); impedances measured 
at 1 kHz were kept between 300 and 700 kΩ. Ground and reference screws were 
implanted in the occipital and parietal bones, accordingly. Finally, all pieces were 
secured onto the skull by multiple layers of dental acrylic (Paladur, Heraeus Kulzer) 
and shielded by a copper web. Mice were left for at least 7 days to recover and then 
handled for several days. Mice with incorrect virus injection or tetrode position 
were excluded from the analysis (n = 13).

Optogenetic manipulations. Male Calb2-Cre mice (n = 107) were bilaterally injected 
with AAV-Ef1a-DIO-NpHR3.0-eYFP or AAV-Ef1a-DIO-eYFP (for controls) into 
the LT. Immediately after AAV injections, multimode optic fibers (105-µm core 
diameter, NA = 0.22, Thorlabs) were bilaterally implanted above the LA, then fixed 
to the skull with dental cement. At 3–4 weeks, mice underwent the behavioral 
protocol starting with 3 days of handling.

Finally, all mice were transcardially perfused with saline, then with ~150 ml of 
fixative solution containing 4% paraformaldehyde dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer (PB). Mice with incorrect virus injection(s), optic fiber implantation or 
US delivery failure during the fear-conditioning session were excluded from the 
analysis (n = 17).

Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry. All the anatomical data, including 
those acquired with viral vectors, were obtained from immunohistochemically 
stained brain slices. No native signals were used for analysis, not even for eYFP, 
eGFP and mCherry proteins. Tissue blocks were cut using a Vibratome (Leica) into 
50-µm coronal sections. Free-floating sections were intensively washed (5 times for 
10 min) with 0.1 M PB. All antibodies were diluted in 0.1 M PB. For high-quality 
fluorescent labeling, sections were treated with a blocking solution containing 10% 
normal donkey serum (Abcam, 7475) or normal goat serum (Vector, S-1000) and 
0.5% Triton-X in 0.1 M PB for 30 min at room temperature (RT). Then, sections were 
incubated in primary antibody solution at RT overnight or for 2–3 days (4 °C). The 
following primary antibodies were used: GFP (chicken, ThermoFisher Scientific, 
A10262; 1:2,000; rabbit, ThermoFisher Scientific, A11122; 1:10,000); mCherry 
(rabbit, BioVision, 5993-100; 1:2,000); Calr (mouse, Swant, 6B3; 1:1–3,000); FoxP2 
(mouse, Merck Millipore, MABE415; 1:2,000); c-Fos (rabbit; Sigma, ABE457; 
1:1,000); mGluR1α (guinea pig, Frontiers, Af660, RRID, AB_2571801; 1:500); 
calbindin (rabbit, Swant, CB-38a; 1:2,000); neuronal marker (NeuN; mouse, 
Merck Millipore, MAB377; 1:2,000); and CTB (goat; List Biological Laboratories, 
703; 1:20,000). After primary antibody incubation, sections were treated with the 
following secondary IgG antibodies for fluorescent staining (1:500; 2 h at RT): Alexa 
488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 711-545-152) and 
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donkey anti-mouse (Jackson ImmunoResearch: 715-545-150); Alexa 555-conjugated 
donkey anti-goat (Molecular Probes, A21432), donkey anti-mouse (Molecular 
Probes, A31570) and goat anti-chicken (Molecular Probes, A11309); Cy3-conjugated 
donkey anti-rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 711-165-152), donkey anti-mouse 
(Jackson ImmunoResearch, 715-165-151) and donkey anti-guinea pig (Jackson 
ImmunoResearch, 706-166-148); Alexa 594-conjugated donkey anti-mouse 
(Molecular Probes, A21203) and donkey anti-rabbit (Molecular Probes, A21207); 
Alexa 647-conjugated donkey anti-mouse (Jackson, 715-605-151) and donkey anti-
rabbit (Jackson, 711-605-152). When necessary, staining was enhanced after primary 
antibody incubation with biotinylated secondary antibodies (biotinylated horse 
anti-mouse IgG, Vector Laboratories, BA-2000; 1:300; biotinylated goat anti-rabbit, 
Vector Laboratories, BA-1000; 1:300; 1.5 h at RT), Elite Avidin–Biotin Complex 
(eABC; 1:300, Vector Laboratories; 1.5 h at RT) and subsequently with streptavidin-
conjugated fluorescent antibodies (SA-A488, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 016-540-
084; 1:2,000; SA-Cy3, Jackson ImmunoResearch, 016-160-084; 1:2,000; SA-A647, 
Jackson ImmunoResearch, 016-600-084; 1:2,000; 2 h at RT). All fluorescent slices 
were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories).

Alternatively, we used DAB-Ni as a chromogen. Sections were treated first 
with 1% H2O2 solution (10 min), then incubated in 10% normal donkey serum/
normal goat serum and 0.2% Triton-X solution as a blocking serum (30 min, RT). 
After primary antibody incubation, slices were incubated in biotinylated secondary 
antibodies (horse anti-mouse IgG or goat anti-rabbit) and eABC (see above). To 
visualize BDA, sections were incubated with eABC, then developed with DAB-Ni. 
Sections were then dehydrated in xylol and mounted in DePex (Serva).

Quantification of c-Fos expression. Neuronal activation in distinct phases of the 
fear-learning paradigm was monitored via c-Fos induction. The c-Fos antibody 
was developed with DAB-Ni (see above for details). All sections used for 
quantification were developed for the same duration. Three sections per animal 
were analyzed: one from the rostral, middle and caudal part of the LT or amygdala 
in each case, separated by 600 µm. The number of c-Fos-labeled cells in the LT and 
amygdala was determined using custom-written ImageJ and Matlab routines.

We used Calr+ immunostaining to outline the thalamic and the amygdala 
nuclei. In the amygdala, the Calr+ immunohistochemical staining showed intensity 
differences between the LA and the CeA, which could reflect the distinct quantity 
of the Calr protein in the afferent neuron terminals of different regions. Therefore, 
Calr+ immunohistochemical staining could clearly distinguish the individual 
amygdala subnuclei.

c-Fos+ cells were especially dense in a region laterally bounded by the LA, 
ventrally by the BA and the medial intercalated amygdala nucleus, medially by 
the CeA and dorsally by the AStr. This territory of c-Fos+ neurons is introduced 
as the SIC and it is located AP between –1.3 and –1.8. It should be noted that 
it is unlikely that the SIC only contains US-activated and CS+US-activated 
LA-projecting and/or AStr-projecting cells. Rather, it is intermingled with AStr 
medium-spiny neurons.

Colocalization. To determine the proportion of Calr+ neurons among the CTB-
labeled or c-Fos-labeled LT populations, the mCherry/YFP coexpression in the 
LT as well as the vGAT-YFP/c-Fos coexpression in the SIC, we performed double 
fluorescent staining. Z-stack (step size: 5 µm) confocal images were taken with 
×20–63 objectives (Zeiss, Olympus and Nikon) (4–5 slices per animals, n = 3–5 
animals). For Calr staining, due to the low penetration of the primary antibody, 
Z-stacks (step size: 2 µm) were taken only from the surface of the slices. In each 
experiment, colocalization was manually analyzed.

Estimation of the length of Calr+LT and Calr–LT axons. Calb2-Cre mice were 
unilaterally injected with a mixture of AAV-Ef1a-DIO-ChR2-mCherry and 
AAV-hSyn1-DFO-ChR2-eYFP viruses into the LT (n = 4 mice). After 4 
weeks, fluorescent labeling of the two viruses were amplified and the slices 
were counterstained for Calr to outline the borders of the amygdala subnuclei 
(Supplementary Fig. 4a). Confocal Z-stack (step size: 0.27 µm) images were 
taken with a ×63 objective. Two to three sections were analyzed in each animal. 
The length of Calr+ (mCherry) and Calr– (YFP) axons was estimated using a 
custom-written Fiji macro17 in a given region of interest. Finally, axonal length 
and density were calculated for the total volume per area in each animal. 
Grouped data showing the proportion of Calr+ and Calr– axonal density are 
illustrated in Fig. 4d: LA Calr+, 631,625 ± 313,822 µm (87.08 ± 6.56%); LA 
Calr–, 80,923 ± 54,112 µm (12.92 ± 6.56%); AStr Calr+, 364,525 ± 180,267 µm 
(83.41 ± 6.69%); AStr Calr–, 62,956 ± 20,930 µm (16.59 ± 6.69%); caudate putamen 
(CPu) Calr+, 39,489 ± 23,797 µm (16.95 ± 4.87%), CPu Calr–, 193,528 ± 98,086 µm 
(83.05 ± 4.87%).

Electron microscopy. Combined immunogold–immunoperoxidase double 
immunostaining was performed to visualize the synaptic contacts formed by the 
collicular inputs arriving onto Calr+LT neurons. Three weeks after the AAV-DIO-
eYFP injection into the SC or the IC of vGlut2-Cre mice (n = 3 for each region), 
the animals were perfused. All washing steps and the dilutions of antibodies and 
reagents were made with 0.1 M PB. After slicing and extensive washing (5 times 
for 10 min), the 50-μm-thick sections were incubated in 30% sucrose for 2 h, 

followed by freeze–thawing four times over liquid nitrogen. Then, the procedure 
included the following steps: blocking in 3% BSA for 45 min; incubation in the 
mixture of rabbit anti-GFP and mouse anti-Calr (1:3,000) primary antibodies 
overnight; incubation in biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG (1:300; Vector 
Laboratories) for 2 h; incubation in avidin biotinylated-horseradish peroxidase 
complex (1:300; eABC; Vector Laboratories) for 1.5 h; blocking in 0.5% H2O2 for 
10 min; amplification with Tyramide (Invitrogen, 1:50, 15 min); incubation for 
1 h in blocking solution containing 0.5% human serum albumin and 0.1% CWFS 
(Aurion); overnight incubation in 0.8 nm gold-conjugated streptavidin (Aurion) 
solution (1:50) diluted in the same blocking solution at 4 °C; post-fixation in 2% 
glutaraldehyde for 15 min; silver intensification with Aurion R-Gent SE-EM kit 
for 60 min; incubation in anti-mouse ImmPRESS, (MP-5402; 1:2, Vector) for 
2 h; preincubation in 0.025% DAB for 20 min; development with 0.5% H2O2 for 
10–15 min; osmicated with 0.5% OsO4 for 20 min at 4 °C; and finally dehydration, 
including treatment with 1% uranyl acetate diluted in 70% ethanol, for 40 min. 
Areas of interest were reembedded and sectioned for electron microscopy. 
Ultrathin (60 nm) serial sections were collected on Formvar-coated single slot 
grids. DAB-labeled axon terminals originating from the SC (N = 51 boutons) and 
the IC (N = 43 boutons) were identified, forming asymmetrical synapses onto 
immunogold-labeled Calr+ postsynaptic elements.

In vivo electrophysiology in anesthetized preparations. In vivo recordings were 
performed 4–8 weeks after viral injections (AAV-DIO-ChR2-eYFP, AAV-DIO-
NpHR3.0-eYFP) into the LT or the amygdala in Calb2-Cre mice. The head of 
the animal was fixed with a headplate in the stereotaxis frame, allowing acoustic 
stimulation of the ear contralateral to the recording site. A screw driven into 
the occipital bone served as a reference electrode. Thalamic (n = 10 mice) and 
amygdala (n = 11 mice) extracellular activities were monitored with 32-channel 
silicon probes (Buzsaki32, Neuronexus) stained with fluorescent DiI. Wideband 
neural data (0.1–7,500 Hz) were amplified (gain: 192×) and digitized at 20 kHz 
(Intan Technologies). We worked with two different recording conditions. The 
electrode ensemble and the optic fiber were lowered into either the amygdala or 
the LT, and orthodromic manipulations (Calr+LT axonal inhibition and Calr+LT 
somatic excitation, respectively) were done locally. Alternatively, in the case of 
LT recordings, the optic fiber was positioned in the amygdala and the fibers 
of Calr+LT neurons were activated so that antidromic-evoked responses could 
be detected in the LT. The amygdala does not contain Calr+ cells projecting 
back to the LT, so thalamic responses were due to direct antidromic activation. 
Optogenetic activation consisted of 473-nm blue-light pulses (5 ms, 0.5–1 Hz, 
~15 mW, Laserglow Technologies), which served only for the identification of 
Calr+LT neurons.

Auditory and footshock-evoked responses were also tested in the thalamus 
and the amygdala subnuclei. Auditory signals were composed of 7.5 kHz pure 
tones (1 s, 75 dB), while footshock stimulation was achieved by bipolar electric 
stimulation (50 or 100 ms, 1 mA) of a foot, which resulted in pain reflex. The two 
types of cues were also paired to form a multimodal associated signal. Unimodal 
auditory and foot shock, as well as associated stimuli, were repeated 10 times in 
thalamic recordings, and 50, 10 and 20 times, respectively, in amygdala recordings, 
keeping 2–5-min interblock intervals. Interstimulus intervals (ISIs) were 40–60 s. 
The lasers, speakers and the current generator (Medicor) were triggered by analog 
(lasers and speakers) or digital (current generator) signals driven by a National 
Instruments acquisition board (USB-6353) and Matlab. Analog trigger pulses were 
also delivered to the recording system and registered in parallel with neural data 
with zero latency.

For the amygdala recordings, optogenetic axonal inhibition61 was done with 
532-nm green-laser stimuli (continuous 5 s, 15–20 mW; Laserglow Technologies) 
to silence Calr+LT signal transmission in the amygdala during sensory stimulation. 
Blocks of sensory stimulations overlapping with Calr+LT axonal inhibition were 
alternating with stimulations without silencing. The effect of NpHR-driven 
inhibition on spontaneous amygdala neuronal firing was also tested with 30 s of 
continuous illuminations.

After recordings, animals were transcardially perfused, and coronal sections 
were cut from the paraformaldehyde-fixed brains. The position of the silicon probe 
was verified after DiI labeling of the electrode track. Mice with incorrect virus 
injection or electrode position were excluded from the analysis (n = 9).

Unit recordings from freely behaving mice during auditory fear learning. 
During the behavioral paradigm, the interface board was connected to an Intan 
recording system via a 16-channel RHD 2132 preamplifier (Intan Technologies; 
gain: 192×; sampling frequency: 20 kS s–1; frequency range: 0.1–7,500 Hz). The 
optogenetic laser was triggered by a National Instruments board (USB-6343) 
controlled by Matlab. Analog trigger pulses were registered in parallel with the 
neural data. The behavior of mice was captured on video at 30 frames per s.

Optogenetic taggings were performed in the homecage, then, mice were placed 
in the behavioral apparatus. Laser stimulation was repeated before and after the 
behavioral tests. Optogenetic tagging of Calr+LT cells was done with 5-ms long, 
low-intensity (473-nm laser intensity was set to <1 mW for orthodromic and 
5–6 mW for antidromic stimulations) laser pulses at 0.5 or 1 Hz. The applied lower 
laser intensity used here can be explained by the difference in response probability 
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between the anesthetized and the freely moving preparations. Higher laser 
intensities can also obstruct the unequivocal clustering of single units recorded in 
freely moving conditions.

Auditory stimuli were composed of 30-s-long continuous or 1-Hz pulse-trains 
of 7.5-kHz sinus wave (CS+) and Gaussian white noise (CS–). Mice underwent 
two habituation days (ten CS– in context A), one conditioning (four unpaired CS+ 
presentations followed by ten CS+ terminated by a foot shock (US, 1 mA, 1 s) in 
context B) and one retrieval day (five CS– and five CS+ in context A).

Neural data processing. Following noise filtering by average subtraction, raw 
electrophysiological recordings were filtered (>500 Hz) for spike detection. Spike 
detection and principal-component-analysis-based automatic clustering were 
performed using SpikeDetekt and KlustaKwik, respectively62. Cell grouping was 
manually refined using KlustaViewa. A group of spikes was considered to be 
generated by a single neuron if they formed a discrete, well-isolated cluster and 
had an autocorrelogram with a refractory period (if average bin values of the first 
2 ms did not reach the autocorrelogram’s asymptote line). We excluded cells in 
cases when they shared a symmetric cross-correlogram with units from different 
tetrodes as well as a similar shaped action potential to avoid enumerating the 
same cell more than once. In the case of optrode recordings, neuronal data from 
subsequent days were sorted together. Further data analyses were carried out 
using custom-built Matlab routines. All the presented electrophysiological data are 
derived from individually identified single units (clustered cells).

Short-latency (≤10 ms) light-evoked spiking was considered reliable to indicate 
direct light activation, thus enabling the identification of the Calr+LT cell type. 
These neurons were chosen following a criterion of a z-scored spike rate above 3.3 
(P > 0.001) in the first 10 ms after light onset. Every thalamic cell (within the PIL 
and SG regions as well as in their vicinity) showing weaker or no photoactivation 
was considered to be a Calr–LT cell.

Significant evoked responses to auditory and footshock stimuli were defined 
for each sorted cell as follows. A Poisson-distribution-based confidence interval 
(P < 0.05) was set for a 1-s-long baseline before stimulations. If the mean of 
short-latency (<50 ms) and long-latency (<500 ms) post-stimulus spike count 
distribution exceeded this interval, and the signal-to-noise ratio (defined as 
the mean/s.d. ratio of spike rate) was not less than 0.5 in the case of short-term 
responses, cells were considered responsive. Only a few sensory-evoked inhibitory 
responses were found, which might be partially attributed to low baseline firing 
rates found in the PIL/SG and amygdala neurons (1.35 and 0.55 Hz on average, 
respectively), which compromises the detection of short-term decreases in spiking 
activity. Latency of responses was calculated after a 2.5-ms binning in the peri-
stimulus time histogram, estimated as the first bin value larger than 3.3 in the 
z-scored peri-stimulus time histogram. Multilinear enhancement in short-latency 
and long-latency (see above) multimodal responses were defined as the increase 
in the average tone+footshock-evoked firing rate expressed as the percentage of 
the most likely unimodal (tone or footshock) response’s mean firing rate63. For 
cases in which no unimodal response was present, but multisensory stimulation 
evoked significant changes in the firing rate, these were also considered enhanced/
augmented activities.

Significant changes of evoked responses during thalamic axonal inhibition were 
validated using the same Poisson-distribution-based method.

Putative principal neurons (GABAergic medium-spiny neurons and glutamatergic 
LA neurons) and GABAergic LA interneurons as well as SIC were separated by their 
trough-to-peak spike-width, which we considered as the most reliable parameter 
for this purpose. SIC were identified as units on the electrode shanks placed above 
the dorsomedial intercalated neuronal region. Based on previous data on cortical 
GABAergic interneurons64 and the bimodal distribution of amygdala neuronal spike-
width (see Supplementary Fig. 5e), we distinguished SIC and LA interneurons by 
their trough-to-peak width that were equal to or less than 0.6 ms.

Behavioral paradigms. Following a series of handling, mice were tested in 
various environments (open-field chamber, conditioning box, EPM; MKI Plexi). 
Delivery of foot shock (Ionflow Bipolar, Supertech) and auditory stimulations 
were controlled by a National Instruments board (USB-6343) and custom-
written Matlab codes. Behavioral tests were captured on video (30 frames per s). 
Mouse behavior was manually analyzed by an experimenter blinded to the group 
assignment of the animal (but not to the light conditions due to the visibility 
of optical stimulation) and quantified by the time/time percentage/count of 
freezing, rearing, escape behavior (jumping) and grooming using the software H77 
recorder65 (courtesy of J. Haller, Institute of Experimental Medicine).

c-Fos experiments. All mice (male Calb2-Cre) were habituated to context A 
(experimental box with dotted walls) and the unconditioned tone (CS–; white 
noise; 10 × 30 s) for two consecutive days (days 1–2).

The ISIs were pseudorandomly varied between 30 and 60 s in every case of 
auditory stimulation. The test cage was cleaned with 30% ethanol between animals.

Fear conditioning c-Fos. The following groups of animals (n = 4–5) were tested 
on the conditioning day (day 3) in context B (box with plain walls). (1) The 
absolute control group (Ctrl) received no stimulus during the 10 min spent in the 

experimental chamber. (2) The CS+ group received only tones (10 × 30 s 7.5 kHz). 
(3) The US group received only the US, foot shock (10 × 1 s 1 mA). (4) The CS+US 
group received conditioned tones (CS+, 10 × 30 s, 7.5 kHz), which were terminated 
with a foot shock (10 × 1 s, 1 mA; US).

Cued fear retrieval c-Fos. The following groups of animals were tested in context 
A after 2 days of habituation (CS–). (1) The pre-Retr. group received CS+US 
conditioning on day 3 and the animals were perfused 24-h later without being 
tested in retrieval. This group was used to set the maximum baseline c-Fos 
level after prior conditioning. (2–3) The CS-only groups were only given CS+ 
(10 × 30 s) during the conditioning day (day 3) without any US, and the next day, 
they received either five CS– or five CS+. (4–5) The CS+US groups received 
conditioned tones that were terminated with the US on day 3 and either CS– or 
CS+ on day 4. All animals were perfused 60 min after the experiments.

To Identify the GABAergic nature of the SIC showing footshock-induced c-Fos 
expression, vGat-Cre mice (n = 4 for each experiment) were injected with AAV-
DIO-eYFP, and the protocols of control and US group were repeated.

Optogenetic silencing of behavior. Open-field test. The effect of Calr+LT→AMG 
axonal silencing on spontaneous behavior was measured in an open-field chamber 
(40 cm × 40 cm × 40 cm). Optogenetic stimulation was carried out with a 532-nm 
green laser (Laserglow Technologies) at 15–20 W intensity.

The first minute served as an acclimatization phase, which was followed by 
a 6-min testing period: 6 × 30 s of continuous 532-nm light illuminations (on 
periods) were alternating with 30 s of off periods. The proportion of freezing 
behavior and the relation of center versus periphery location were compared 
between animals with and without laser illumination.

Cued and contextual fear conditioning. Mice were subjected to a single-trial 
auditory fear-conditioning paradigm and received optogenetic silencing only once 
(Supplementary Fig. 6c). Two different contexts were used: context A with dotted 
walls and context B with plain walls.

On day 1–2 (habituation) in context A, a 90-s pre-stimulus interval (PSI) was 
followed by 10 × 30 s of continuous CS– (75 dB Gaussian white noise) presentations 
with pseudorandom 30–60-s-long interleaving (ISI).

On day 3, during auditory fear conditioning (day 3) in context B, the 90 s of PSI 
was followed by 10 × 30 s of continuous CS+ (75 dB, 7.5 kHz pure tone) terminated 
with a US foot shock (1 s, 1 mA), with 30–60 s of ISI. The group of CS-only YFP 
mice received CS+ without the US. Green-laser illumination was delivered in 
each YFP and NpHR group for either the entire length of the CS+ only/CS+US 
presentation (30 s; Fig. 6c,d) (conditioning NpHR silencing) or the last 5 s of CS+ 
overlapping the US presentation (US NpHR silencing; Supplementary Fig. 6c,f). 
Freezing during the tone presentations (30 s) was compared to the PSI period.

On day 4, cued fear-memory discrimination was tested in context A. After 
90 s of PSI, mice were given 5 repetitions of 30 s of CS– and CS+, subsequently 
with 30–60 s of ISI. In the cued fear-retrieval NpHR silencing assay, CS+ 
presentations were paired with light stimulation (30 s; Fig. 8) in both the YFP 
and NpHR mice. The fear discrimination index (DI) was calculated from 
time percentages of freezing during CS–/CS+ using the following equation: 
DI = (freezingCS+ − freezingCS−) / (freezingCS+ + freezingCS−).

On day 5, in context B, contextual fear memory was tested for 5 min. In the 
contextual fear-retrieval NpHR silencing assay, 90 s of PSI was followed by an 
alternation of 6 × 30 s of continuous light illuminations (on periods) with 30 s of 
off periods. Freezing during the light periods were compared between NpHR and 
YFP groups.

Anxiety and risk assessment test. Three days after the contextual fear test (day 
8), an EPM equipment was used without any laser stimulation to determine any 
long-term behavioral effect caused by Calr+LT axonal inhibitions during the 
conditioning or cued fear-retrieval days. The maze was made of gray-painted 
Plexiglas and consisted of two open arms (30 × 7 cm) and two closed arms 
(30 × 7 cm with 30-cm high walls), which were connected by a central platform 
(7 × 7 cm). The plus-maze was elevated to 70 cm above the floor. Mice were placed 
on the central platform facing one of the open arms and were allowed to explore 
the apparatus for 5 min. The total number of entries was calculated to measure 
locomotor activity, while the ratio of closed-arm versus open-arm time was given 
as an anxiety measure66. Mice were considered to enter a compartment when 
all their four legs crossed the virtual lines separating the compartments. Risk-
assessment activities were analyzed based on those described by Rodgers and 
Dalvi67. We scored the latency and duration of grooming behavior as well as the 
parameters of the stretch–attend posture (an exploratory posture in which mice 
elongate their body and then retract it without any forward locomotion).

Statistical analysis. Data in the figures represent the mean ± s.d. or the 
mean ± s.e.m. as indicated in the figure legends. The number of analyzed 
cells is shown with N, while n represents the number of animals. Data from 
independent experiments were pooled when possible. No statistical methods 
were used to predetermine sample sizes. Sample sizes were chosen based on 
earlier experiments15–17 to appropriately detect statistical significance, considering 
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Materials & experimental systems
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Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines

Palaeontology

Animals and other organisms

Human research participants

Clinical data

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging

Antibodies
Antibodies used Primary antibodies: 

Chicken polyclonal anti-GFP (ThermoFisher Scientific: A10262, Lot#1917944), 1:2000  
(https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/GFP-Antibody-Polyclonal/A10262) 
 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP (ThermoFisher Scientific: A11122, Lot#1965877), 1:10000  
(https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/GFP-Antibody-Polyclonal/A-11122) 
 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-mCherry (BioVision: 5993-100, Lot# 2H235993), 1:2000  
(https://www.biovision.com/documentation/datasheets/5993.pdf) 
 
Mouse monoclonal anti-Calretinin (Swant: 6B3, Lot# 010399), 1:1-3000  
(https://www.swant.com/pdfs/Monoclonal_calretinin_6B3.pdf) 
 
Mouse monoclonal anti-FoxP2 (Merck Millipore: MABE415 clone FOXP2-73A/8, Lot#2789404), 1:2000  
(https://www.merckmillipore.com/HU/hu/product/Anti-FoxP2-Antibody-clone-FOXP2-73A-8,MM_NF-MABE415) 
 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-cFos (Sigma: ABE457, Lot#2905394), 1:1000 
(https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/mm/abe457?lang=hu&region=HU) 
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Guinea Pig polyclonal anti-mGluR1α (Frontier Inst. Co.: Af660; RRID : AB_2571801), 1:500 
(https://www.frontier-institute.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/pdf/mGluR1a.pdf) 
 
Rabbit polyclonal anti-Calbindin (Swant: CB-38a, Lot# 9.03), 1:2000 
(https://www.swant.com/pdfs/Rabbit_anti_calbindin_D-28k_CB38.pdf) 
 
Mouse polyclonal anti-Neuronal Marker (NeuN) (Merck Millipore: MAB377, Clone A60, Lot#2639366), 1:2000 
(https://www.merckmillipore.com/HU/hu/product/Anti-NeuN-Antibody-clone-A60,MM_NF-MAB377) 
 
Goat polyclonal anti-Cholera Toxin B subunit (List Biological Laboratories: 703, Lot#7032A9), 1:20000 
(https://www.listlabs.com/products/buy-anti-cholera-toxin-b-subunit-goat) 
 
Fluorescent Secondary antibodies (1:500): 
Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated AffiniPure Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch:711-545-152, Lot#135979)          
Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated AffiniPure Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch:715-545-150, Lot# 120901) 
Alexa Fluor 555 conjugated Donkey anti-Goat IgG (Molecular Probes: A21432, Lot#1697092) 
Alexa Fluor 555 conjugated Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (Molecular Probes: A31570, Lot#1774719) 
Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated Goat anti-Chicken IgG (Molecular Probes: A11309, Lot# 1691381) 
Cy3 conjugated AffiniPure Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch: 711-165-152, Lot#123091) 
Cy3 conjugated AffiniPure Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch: 715-165-151, Lot#123025) 
Cy3 conjugated AffiniPure F(ab’)2 Donkey anti-Guinea Pig IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch: 706-166-148, Lot#120628) 
Alexa Fluor 594 conjugated Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (Molecular Probes: A21203, Lot#1722995) 
Alexa Fluor 594 conjugated Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (Molecular Probes: A21207, Lot# 1744751) 
Alexa Fluor 647 conjugated Donkey anti-Mouse IgGJackson ImmunoResearch: 715-605-151 Lot#122180 
Alexa Fluor 647 conjugated Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG Jackson ImmunoResearch: 711-605-152 Lot#123104 
 
Biotinylated secondary antibodies (1:300): 
Biotinylated Horse anti-Mouse IgG – bHAM (Vector Laboratories: BA-2000, Lot# Y0907) 
Biotinylated goat anti-rabbit – bGAR (Vector Laboratories: BA-1000, Lot# Z0619) 
 
Fluorescent Conjugated streptavidin (1:2000): 
Alexa 488-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch: 016-540-084, Lot# 120825)  
Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch: 016-160-084, Lot#122297) 
Alexa 647-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch 016-600-084, Lot#121307) 
 
Immuno Gold Conjugated streptavidin (1:50): 
0.8 nm gold-conjugated streptavidin (Aurion, Lot# STR-60815/1) 

Validation The specificity of the primary antibodies was validated by the manufacturer. For details, please, see the manufacturer's website. 
Specificity of the secondary antibodies was confirmed by verifying a lack of expression in tissue sections in which the primary 
antibody was omitted from the immunohistochemical protocol.

Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research

Laboratory animals Adult (2-5 months old) mice were used from both sexes in all experiments except behavioral assays in which only male mice 
were included. 
Calb2-Cre (The Jackson Laboratory; #010774) donated by Z. Josh Huang 
vGAT-Cre (The Jackson Laboratory; #016962) donated by László Acsády 
BAC-vGluT2-Cre donated by Sébastien Arthaud 
C57BL/6J (Charles River)

Wild animals This study did not involve wild animals.

Field-collected samples This study did not involve samples collected from the field.

Ethics oversight National Animal Research Authorities of Hungary and Institutional Committee of the Research Centre for Natural Sciences.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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